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field of cultural studies revolving around the idea of 
embodied knowledge. In particular, it deals with the 
dissolution of the concept of the ideal body as a repos-
itory of knowledge through instances of deformation  
or hybridization.
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animal creatures, transgendered persons, and bodies 
on the cultural periphery of the classical world. All of 
these examples represent deviations from the ‘normal’ 
order of things and evoke familiar feelings of alienation. 
The ordered knowledge that has shaped the body is 
subverted and falls into disorder.
One strategy for dealing with this is to canonize trans-
gression in visual form. Fluid bodies are captured in 
the image and domesticated, creating a visual order in 
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and thus especially receptive to attributions of mean-
ing, which helps explain its persistence as a cultural 
trope. It allows for the observation of cultural change.     
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ABSTRACT
A very popular form of ancient divination relies on reading the signs delivered 
by the human body, such as quivering or skin irregularities. A treatise attributed 
to Melampous, Περὶ ἐλαιῶν τοῦ σώματος, lists predictions and psychological 
interpretations drawn from the observation of cutaneous defects. Physiognomic 
omens are well evidenced in ancient Babylonia, as well as in later Arabic and 
Jewish traditions. This practice did exert a marked influence in Graeco-Roman 
Antiquity. It appealed to all, the elite as well as the plebe, to men and women. 
Several texts allude to professionals, men and women, who read the future from 
facial features. Allusions to elaioscopy may be found in iconography, and the 
treatise of pseudo-Melampous could offer a key for interpreting the presence of 
moles on portraits, mostly of the Roman Republican period.
The range of omens used in ancient divination comprised signs delivered 
I`[OLO\THUIVK `7YLKPJ[PVUZKYH^UZWLJPÉJHSS`MYVT[OLVIZLY]H[PVU
of skin irregularities are listed in a little known treatise, Περὶ ἐλαιῶν τοῦ 
σώματος, allegedly written by Melampous, ἱερογραμματεύς. Two versions 
are known. Version A was published by Camillus Peruscus in 1545 and 
1 This paper is based on the study of the treatises of pseudo-Melampous 
in collaboration with Christian Zubler who is editing the text with the sup-
port of the Swiss National Science Foundation. The english translation is 
by Irby-Massie and Keyser 2002.
by Fridericus Sylburg in 1587.2 It was edited for the last time by Johann 
Georg Friedrich Franz in his Scriptores Physiognomoniae Veteres in 1780 
with a latin translation and commentaries.3 It is composed of twenty-
six statements dealing with the interpretation of ἐλαία on the human 
body, differentiating for each case between men and women, though not 
Z`Z[LTH[PJHSS `=LYZPVU)ÉYZ[LKP[LKI`(YTHUK+LSH[[LPUÓÛÔÙWYV]PKLZ
two distinct lists of eleven cases, one for men, the other for women.4 
Έλαία is a generic term designating olive-shaped cutaneous lesions, 
TVSLZ^ HY[ZVYILUPNUZRPU[\TV\YZZ\JOHZUL\YVÉIYVTH[VZPZ)PY[OTHYRZ
may be meant as well; they are normally called σημεῖον in Greek writings, 
but ἐλαία is used by Johannes Malalas, a sixth century author, describing 
the congenital sign of the Pelopides on the shoulder of Orestes.5 The 
extant, and much abridged, versions of this divinatory treatise may have 
suppressed earlier distinctions kept, for example, in the Arabic tradition.6 
For convenience, I will use here the translation ‘mole’, aware that it com-
prises various possible types of skin anomalies, sometimes designated 
by an epithet, such as ‘tawny’, piυρρά(qÔHUKÕWYVIHIS`KL[HPSLKPU
lost variants of the text.
;OLKH[PUNVM [OL [YLH[PZL PZKPMÉJ\S[;OLVWLUPUNKLKPJH[PVU [V
King Ptolemaios refers to a Hellenistic context, but this is most likely 
an invention, as is common in this kind of literature. Melampous, the 
H\[OVYZUHTLPZÉJ[PVUHS[VV"OPZUHTL^ HZWYVIHIS`PU[LUKLK[VWYV]PKL
the treatise with the authority of the famous mythical seer and healer 
of Thessaly.
The study of the vocabulary points towards a Late Antiquity work 
×[OÙ[OJLU[7 which does not imply that the content is recent. A second 
treatise attributed to Melampous, Περὶ piαλμῶν μαντική, on predictions 
2 Peruscus 1545: it includes also the first edition of the treatise of palmo-
mantic attributed to Melampous; Sylburg 1587.
3 -YHUaÓÙÚÒÖ×Ó×ÒÒ:LL[OLP[HSPHU[YHUZSH[PVU^P[O.*HYKHUVZMeto-
poscopiaI`(YLJJOPÓÛÛÖHUK[OLLUNSPZO[YHUZSH[PVUI`0YI`4HZZPLHUK
Keyser 2002, 343–44, commented on 538–39. 
4 Delatte 1927, 627–28.
5 On elaia, see Skoda 1988, 229–230. Malalas, Chronicle×ØÖÓÕÛ[YHUZS
E. Jeffreys et al., Canberra, Melbourne 1986; ed. J. Thurn and M. Meier, 
:[\[[NHY[ÔÒÒÛÓÒÙSÔÒ:LLHSZVP[Z\ZLPUHZ[YVSVNPJHS[L_[Zsemeion and 
elaia!+LSH[[LÓÛÔÖÓÒÔÚHUKPUSH[LYWLYPVKNYLLR[L_[Z!2YPHYHZÓÛÙÙÖÒÓ
6 See Fahd 1966 and below.
7 See the forthcoming edition by V. Dasen and Ch. Zubler.
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based on the observation of piαλμός, twitching or quivering,8 is preserved 
on papyri going back to the second century A.D.9
Artemidorus mentions a manual Περὶ τεράτων καὶ σημείων, On 
Prodigies and Signs, attributed to Melampous that may have included these 
two treatises as well as a fragmentary lunarium Περὶ τῶν τῆς Σελήνης 
piρογνώσεων.10 However, apart from Artemidorus, no ancient author 
refers to Melampous’ work.
THE  D IV INATORY  MEAN ING  OF  ELA I A
In pseudo-Melampous’ elaioscopy,11 the close inspection of a mole 
provides a prophetic as well as a psychological meaning, reflecting the 
contiguity of this expertise with physiognomy. Physiognomy could 
also have a predictive dimension; in the anonymous latin treatise De 
physiognomonia, one reads that “Polemon and Loxus advance this dis-
cipline to such an extent that they affirm it can predict some things in 
the future.”12
The treatise on moles’ interpretation follows the structure of divina-
tory tradition. First, the record of the sign on the body proceeds from 
head to heels, a capite ad calcem. Second, it follows a binary system; the 
location of the sign on the left or on the right side of the body induces 
its value, usually negative on the left side, and positive on the right one, 
but not systematically: “Therefore observe in regard to men and women. 
If there be a mole on the right parts, they will be rich and altogether 
]PY[\V\Z0MVU[OLSLM[ZPKL[OL`^PSSILZPJRS`HUKWVVY(ÔØ;OPYK
the list is composed of conditional sentences with protasis and apodosis: 
0M [OLU YLSH[PUN [OLWVZP[PVUVM [OLTVSL^P[OHU PUKP]PK\HS
prediction. This formula conforms to an inference system already used 
in Mesopotamian divination. In the more elaborate versions of the Peri 
palmôn mantike, a general prognostic is followed by a second one, varying 
8 +PLSZÓÛÒÚÓÖÔ=HYPHU[ZH[[YPI\[L[OPZ[YLH[PZL[V[OL:`IPS:\KHsigma 
Õ××VY/LYTLZ;YPZTLNPZ[VZ+PLSZÓÛÒÚÕÛÖÔ]LYZPVU/
9 Costanza 2009. 
10 Artemidorus, Oneirocritica 3.42.
11 The term ἐλαιοσκοpiία is the title of the treatise the cod. Florentinus 
ÔÚÓÖÓÖ[OJLU["+LSH[[LÓÛÔÙØÔÙ
12 Anonymus latinus, Book of PhysiognomyÓÕÕ[YHUZS09LWH[OPU:^HPU
ÔÒÒÙ:LLHSZVILSV^7SPU`Natural History 35.88 on Apelles.
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according to different social categories, such as slaves, widows, soldiers, 
HUKLUKPUN^ P[OHWVZZPISLPU]VJH[PVU[VHKLP[`Z\NNLZ[PUN[OH[[OLÉUHS
YLZ\S[PZZ\ZWLUKLK/LRH[L+LTL[LY/LSPVZ
In the extant versions of the Περὶ ελαιῶν, the enumeration only 
differentiates between man, ἀνήρ, and woman, γυνή, but the interpreta-
tions are often similar for both sexes. Some statements do not make the 
KPZ[PUJ[PVU:VJPHSZ[H[\ZHUKHJ[P]P[PLZHYLUV[ZWLJPÉLKHZPU[OLΠερὶ 
piαλμῶν μαντική.
;OLZPTWSPÉLKWOYHZLVSVN`PZWHY[VM[OLNLUYL!P[Z[HUKHYKPaLKHUK
eased the learning and transmission of a mostly oral knowledge, as 
did the Hippocratic aphorisms.13 Repetitions could be associated with 
memorisation techniques.
The logic conducting the statements is often not explicit. For Auguste 
Bouché-Leclercq, it was useless to try exploring it because body divina-
[PVU^HZQ\Z[HZPTWSPÉLKMVYTVMWO`ZPVNUVT`HKLNLULYLZJLUJLKL-
prived of subtlety.14 Despite the abridged form of the extant text, it is 
however possible to uncover the logic of some interpretations rooted in 
popular lore. As in Artemidorus and other divinatory treatises, they refer 
to cultural knowledge and beliefs drawn from heterogeneous sources that 
YLÈLJ[[OLSVUNOPZ[VY`VM[OPZWYHJ[PJL+LJVUZ[Y\J[PUN[OPZHTHSNHTPZ
a long and challenging venture.
Some predictions are prompted by anatomy. Most statements con-
JLYU[OLOLHKHUKTVYLZWLJPÉJHSS`[OLMVYLOLHKWVZZPIS`ILJH\ZLP[PZ
traditionally associated with power. Thus a mole on the forehead of a 
man means that he will be the master of many good men, likewise for a 
^VTHU(Ó6U[OLVWWVZP[LWSHJLKH[[OLIHJRVM[OLOLHKVMHTHU
in the neck, a mole foretells a dramatic reversal of fortune: he will be 
ILOLHKLK(ÓÒ(TVSLVU[OL SVPUZ (ÓÓZ\NNLZ[ZILUKPUN\UKLYH
weight; it means poverty and being a burden for both men and women.
0UZVTLJHZLZ[OLTVSLPU[LUZPÉLZHUH[VTPJHSM\UJ[PVUZ)LOH]PVYZ
are betrayed, such as gluttony when the mole is on the lips or the belly 
(Ø"ÓÙVYZL_\HS]VYHJP[`^OLUP[PZPUHOPKKLUWSHJLkrypton(ÔÒ
Explicitly on the sex, physikon, however, it is associated with procreation 
and announces the birth of several children, boys to a man, girls to a 
^VTHU(ÔÓ
13 On the similarities between prognosis and divination, see Langholf 1990, 
232–254.
14 )V\JO¤3LJSLYJXÓÚÙÛÓÙ×YLLKP[LKÔÒÒÕÓÕÛ
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A few interpretations refer to beliefs related to medical knowledge; a 
mole above the spleen is thus associated with sickliness for both man 
HUK^VTHU(ÓÚ(TVSLHIV]L[OLkardia of a man displays that he is 
^PJRLK(ÓØ"[OL[LYTkardia may not designate the heart but the upper 
WHY[VM[OLZ[VTHJOH[[OLLZVWOHNLHSVYPÉJL^OPJO^HZ]PL^LKHZ[OL
seat of uncontrolled emotions, usually negative ones;15 in latin literature, 
the adjective stomachosus denotes a bad temperered person, a meaning 
WYVIHIS`YLÈLJ[LKI`[OLΠερὶ ελαιῶν.16 For a woman, however, a bad 
temper is revealed by a mole on her breast, mastos(ÓØ
Other statements belong to widely shared mantic beliefs. Thus move-
ments of eyelids and eyebrows occur often as predictive signs in Greek 
literature. Twitches of the eyebrow are of good omen in Theocritus and 
mean seeing a beloved one: “Lo there! a twitch o’ my right eye. Shall I 
be seeing her?”170ULSHPVZJVW`HTVSLHIV]LVY\WVU[OLL`LIYV^(Ô
is similarly related with love and successful marriage. Above a man’s 
eyebrow, it indicates that he will marry a good and beautiful wife. The 
meaning is similar for women, but it depends of the ‘tawny’ color of the 
mole. But if the elaia is upon a man’s eyebrows, he should not marry; 
[OLTH[YPTVUPHSTLHUPUNPZHTWSPÉLK![OLTHUJV\SKOH]LÉ]L^P]LZ
likewise the woman.
Another widespread belief concerns hearing. Thus Pliny reports that: 
“a notion is universally received, that absent persons have warning that 
others are speaking of them, by the tingling of the ears”.18 Similarly, we 
read in pseudo-Melampous that a mole on the ear means that he or she 
^PSSIL^LHS[O`HUKVMNVVKYLW\[L(Ú
Correspondences occur too with Hellenistic melothesia. The Περὶ 
ελαιῶν [O\ZZ[H[LZ[OH[H[H^U`TVSLVU[OLUVZLVYULHY[OLL`L(Õ
implies that he or she will be insatiable in intercourse, with a subtle dis-
tinction between the sexes: the man will have insatiable sexual appetites, 
“the woman too will be unfaithful”.19 Did the author mean that sexual 
greed implied adultery for women only, or was it just a variation, lust 
being necessarily associated with extramarital relations? The connection 
15 Skoda 1988, 90.
16 Gourevitch 1977, 56–74.
17 Theocritus, Idyll 3.37. Cf. Plautius, Pseudolus 106. Artemidorus, Oneiro-
critica 1.5. 
18 Pliny, Natural History 18.4.
19 This variant occurs in the Berlin manuscript, Phill. 1576, fol. 23v; see 
the forthcoming commentary by V. Dasen and Ch. Zubler.
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between nose and sex occurs in Vettius Valens who associates the nose 
with Venus.20 In the latin Book of Physiognomy, only snub-noses, simoi, 
designate lustful persons.21
Dreambooks share other common beliefs, such as the association of 
hands with procreation found in pseudo-Melampous: “If the mole is on 
the hand, the man will have many children. Likewise for the woman.” 
(ÓÖ;OPZJVUULJ[PVUVJJ\YZHSZVPU(Y[LTPKVY\Z^OLYLKYLHTPUNVM
having many hands means having goods and more children, but also 
implies more broadly wealth.22 It is repeated with the meaning of wealth 
in Byzantium dreambooks: “Scratching your hand indicates that you will 
get your hands on gold”.23 
Other associations belong to foreign traditions. In pseudo-Melampous 
OH]PUNHTVSLVU[OLMVV[(Ô×PTWSPLZ[OH[THUHUK^VTHU^PSSILNL[
many children. The relation of feet and procreation is well known in 
Hebrew; it goes back to the metaphoric use of feet for the sexual organs 
in the Old Testament.24
:VTL\UL_WLJ[LKIVK`WHY[ZZ\JOHZ[OL[VUN\L^P[OHTVSL(×
TH`YLÈLJ[[OLHTIP[PVU[VILJVTWYLOLUZP]L+P]PUH[VY`[YLH[PZLZILSVUN
to a highly stereotyped genre. All constituents of the human body had 
to be included in the enumeration, even beyond realism, especially the 
tongue that belongs to the conventional targets of magicians, and could 
not be missed.25
The extant versions of the Περὶ ελαιῶν makes no reference to astrol-
ogy, planets or to gods, but zodiologia associate the presence of elaia or 
semeion on the human body with zodiacal signs.26 Elements of melothesia 
appear in the Περὶ piαλμῶν μαντική on twitching, a treatise which is lon-
ger and more detailed. As in chiromancy, a planet and a god govern each 
ÉUNLYVM[OLOHUK;OL[O\TIPZHZZVJPH[LK^P[O(WOYVKP[LqÛÖ"[O\Z
H]PIYH[PVUPU[OLYPNO[[O\TIqÚÕWYLKPJ[ZNVVKS\JRMVY[OLZSH]LH
20 Vettius Valens 1.1.
21 Anonymus latinus, Book of Physiognomy 51.
22 Artemidorus, Oneirocritica 1.42.
23 The Oneirocriticon of Daniel Letter xsi, § 383; Oberhelman 2008, 104.
24 Carmichael 1977, 321–336, esp. 329.
25 On anatomical curses, see Versnel 1998.
26 Zodiologia are collected in the Catalogus codicum astrologorum Graeco-
rum in twelve volumes. On elaia or semeion, that do note provide omens, 
ZLLLN+LSH[[L ÓÛÔÖ ÓÒÓÓÔÓ JVK([O)7ÓÔÙÔÔÚÔÖÕ JVK([O)PIS
:VJ/PZ[ÔÓÓ
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KLSPNO[MVY[OL\UTHYYPLKNPYSHTHYYPHNLHZKVLZH]PIYH[PVUPU[OLIPN
[VLI\[ZWVSPH[PVUMVY[OL^PKV ^;OLSP[[SLÉUNLYILSVUNZ[V/LYTLZ
HUKPZHZZVJPH[LK^P[O[Y\Z[qÛÒ;OLYPUNÉUNLYPZNV]LYULKI`/LSPVZ
HUKTLHUZILJVTPUN^LHS[O`qÛÓ;OLTPKKSLÉUNLYPZHZZVJPH[LK^P[O
2YVUVZHUKTLHUZPUZ\S[ZHUKQLHSV\ZPLZqÛÔ;OLPUKL_ÉUNLYTLHUZ
W\UPZOTLU[VMHUPUZ\S[ILJH\ZL[OPZPZ[OLÉUNLYVM(YLZqÛÕ
ELA I A  IN  DA I LY  L I FE
([ÉYZ[4LSHTWV\Z[YLH[PZLHWWLHYZHZHZ\YWYPZLILJH\ZL.YLLRHUK
Latin texts usually refer to skin anomalies as imperfections to suppress. 
A satire of Lucilius thus enumerates the blemishes of a girl: “a wart, 
uerruca, a mole, naeuus”.27 In ancient physiognomy, skin anomalies also 
have negative connotations. They indicate morally dubious persons: 
“Those who have variegated color, as if sprinkled with lentils, tamquam 
lente aspersum, which the Greeks call phakodeis, lead a disgraceful life and 
WLYMVYTKPZNYHJLM\SKLLKZuitam turpem^VTLUHZT\JOHZTLU28 
Similarly, in Artemidorus’ Dreambook a spotty forehead means shame 
and damage.29
Rulers, such as Hadrian, concealed skin blemishes. Hadrian let his 
beard grow in order to hide a congenital mark, as the author of his life in 
the Historia Augusta reports: “He wore a full beard to cover up the natural 
blemishes on his face, ut uulnera quae in facie naturalia erant”.30 He may 
have concealed them because any physical defect could create unease in 
the body of an emperor.31 
Similar negative views are found in ancient medicine. Celsus asserts 
that: “To treat pimples and spots and freckles is almost a waste of time, 
yet women cannot be torn away from caring to their looks. But of these 
just mentioned, pimples and spots are commonly known, although that 
species of spot is more rare which is called by the Greeks semeion, since 
27 Lucilius, Satire 17.2.
28 Anonymus latinus, Book of Physiognomy 85.
29 Artemidorus, Oneirocritica 1.23.
30 Historia Augusta 26.1.
31 Cf. Corbeill 1996, esp. 14–15 on physical peculiarities, and 57–98 on 
names and cognomina. On the ambiguous value of scars, see e.g. Baroin 
2002.
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it is rather red and irregular. Freckles are in fact ignored by most; they 
are nothing more than a roughened and indurated discoloration.”32
Pliny the Elder offers many medico-magical recipes in order to get rid 
of various kinds of skin blemishes, including warts and pimples, the most 
^LPYKHUKL_V[PJPUNYLKPLU[ZILPUN[OLTVZ[LMÉJPLU[*YVJVKPSLZPU[LZ[PULZ
ÉSSLK^ P[OMYHNYHU[Z[\MMJHSSLKcrocodilea, which with leek juice makes a very 
\ZLM\SZHS]LMVYHMMLJ[PVUZVM[OLL`LZHUK[V[YLH[JH[HYHJ[VYÉSTZ(WWSPLK
also with Cyprus oil crocodilea removes blotches appearing on the face, and 
it also clears the complexion. It removes freckles, pimples, and all spots.”33
AN  EXOT IC  PRACT ICE? 
Is elaioscopy a foreign import? Body divination is well attested in ancient 
Mesopotamia. Cuneiform handbooks on physiognomic omens, called 
AlamdimmûHYLMV\UKPU[OLÉYZ[TPSSLUUP\TSPIYHYPLZVM5PUL]LOHUK
other cities, such as Uruk. These handbooks, newly edited by Barbara 
Böck,34 were probably compiled by the end of the second millennium and 
derive from older traditions. Twenty-seven tablets provide individual 
WYVWOL[PJPU[LYWYL[H[PVUZIHZLKVUZVTH[PJZPNUZOHPYZRPUIVK`THYRZ
VYILOH]PVYZWLLJOTV]LTLU[ZYL]PL^LKMYVT[VW[V[VL;OLZLYPLZ
Šumma liptu 0M [OLTVSL SPZ[Z]HYPV\ZJ\[HULV\Z PYYLN\SHYP[PLZKPZ-
tinguishing between different types of spots, possibly warts, moles and 
IPY[OTHYRZJOHYHJ[LYPaLKI`KPZ[PUJ[JVSVYZISHJRYLKKPZJVSVYLK
HUK[OLPYTLHUPUNVUTLULPNO[[HISL[ZVY^VTLUVUL[HISL[35 Post-
antique Arabic elaioscopy has kept two different manuals, one on warts, 
the other on moles, that may derive from Babylonian distinctions.36 In 
Alamdimmû, the signs are regarded as divine messages left, or written, by 
gods on the body, especially on the forehead where marks are sometimes 
compared with cuneiform signs.37;OLPUÈ\LUJLVMaVKPHJHSZPNUZVU[OL
32 Celsus, On Medicine 6.5.1.
33 Pliny, Natural History 28.109.
34 Böck 2000; 2010. On these omina, including twitching muscles, as in 
Melampous, see also Bottéro 1974; Maul 2003.
35 Akkadian names refer to individuals characterized by skin anomalies; 
see Stamm 1939, 264–7. I thank Pascal Attinger for this reference.
36 -HOKÓÛØØLZWÕÛÒÕÛÕVUnaeuiHUKÕÛÙÖÒÔVUWHSTVZJVW`
37 )lJRÔÒÒÒÛÔÛ×(SHTKPTT³000!ÙØÓÔÓ:LL7VWV]PJÔÒÒÙØÚÓÓÚ
comparing Babylonian, Graeco-Roman and Hebrew physiognomic principles.
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appearance of the human body is also evidenced in the tablets, though 
not for skin iregularities.38
The eastern origin of this expertise is recorded by Velleius Paterculus 
ÓÒ)*(+ÕÒ^OVL_WSHPUZ[OH[:\SSHTL[H7HY[OPHULTIHZZ`^OLU
he was praetor in Cilicia in 92 B.C.: “There came to him ambassadors 
VM[OL7HY[OPHUZOL^HZ[OLÉYZ[VM[OL9VTHUZ[VILZVOVUVYLKHUK
HTVUN[OLTZVTL^PZLTLUmagi^OVMYVT[OLTHYRZVUOPZIVK`
ex notis corporisMVYL[VSK[OH[OPZSPMLHUKOPZMHTL^V\SKIL^VY[O`VM
a god.”39 
Plutarch offers a variant where a Chaldaean this time provides predic-
tive physiognomy: “A certain man in the retinue of Oriobazus, a Chaldaean, 
after looking Sulla intently in the face, and studying carefully the move-
ments of his mind and body, and investigating his nature according to 
the principles of his peculiar art, declared that this man must of necessity 
become the greatest in the world.”40
Velleius Paterculus does not describe the nature of these nota, signs, 
but the word occurs later in Suetonius’ report of Augustus’ congenital skin 
anomalies that again foretold his prestigious destiny: “It is said that his 
body was covered with spots and that he had birthmarks scattered over 
his breath and belly, corresponding in form, order and number with the 
stars of the Bear in the heavens.”41 Suetonius does not precise if it was 
the Ursa major or minor, both composed of seven stars. In any case, the 
constellation designated the child as a future kosmokrator, inscribing his 
MH[LPU[V[OLJVZTPJVYKLY0[Q\Z[PÉLKOPZYPZL[VWV^LY\U\Z\HSWO`ZPJHS
marks also demonstrating the singular status of the emperor.42
1\SP\Z(MYPJHU\ZÓZ[JLU[(+JVUÉYTZ[OH[ZRPUKLMLJ[ZJV\SKIL
interpreted as mantic signs: “Concerning tumors, warts and acrocordons. 
Irritating warts are outgrowths of the body resembling rough studs; they 
occur in many places. They call the condition myrmekiai, which many 
superstitious persons also regard as signs of something which is going 
to happen to them.”43 
38 On the connections of physiognomy with astrology in the Dead Sea 
scrolls and Babylonian tablets, see Popovic 2007.
39 Velleius Paterculus, Roman History 2.24.3.
40 Plutarch, Sulla 5.5–6
41 Suetonius, Augustus 80.
42 On birthmarks as divine legitimation, see Dasen 2009 and 2015.
43 Julius Africanus, Cestes ÕÓÙ [YHUZS-*9;OLLJulius Africanus and 
the Early Christian View of Magic;mIPUNLUÓÛÚÖ. 
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The continuing importance of the practice in Mesopotamia in the Roman 
period is suggested by the coinage of Parthian kings. A series may show 
the depiction of a benign tumour on the forehead of King Mithridates 
00ÓÔ×ÚÚ)*HUKOPZZ\JJLZZVYZV]LYZL]LYHSNLULYH[PVUZ)L`VUK[OL
possible inherited pathology, the growth appears as the distinctive sign 
of a dynasty, providing the legitimacy of a royal origin.44
A closer look at ancient sources shows that this science did exert a marked 
PUÈ\LUJLPU.YHLJV9VTHU(U[PX\P[`HUKHWWLHSLK[VHSS[OLLSP[LHZ^ LSSHZ
the plebe, to men and women. Several texts allude to professionals, men and 
women, who read the future from facial features and provided services very 
similar to physiognomists. In The Braggart SoldierI`7SH\[\ZJ ÔÒ×)*
the expert is a woman.45 The author presents a full list of female experts, all 
hired by a woman too: an old man, Periplectomenus, explains to Pleisicles 
the burden of having a wife and enumerates the expenses of a superstitious 
woman for gifts to diviners, all female, possibly as a joke:46 “Husband mine, 
give me some money for a present for mother at the matrons’ Festival; give 
me some money to make preserves; give me some money to give to the 
ZVYJLYLZZZWLSSJHZ[LYpraecantrixH[[OLMLZ[P]HSVM4PULY]HHUK[V[OL
KYLHTPU[LYWYL[LYconiectrixHUK[OLKL]PULYhariolaHUK[OLPU[LYWYL[LY
VMWYVKPNPLZharuspicaBD0[ZHZOHTLPM0KVU[ZLUKZVTL[OPUN[V[OH[
^VTHU[OH[[LSSZ`V\MVY[\UL[V`V\YL`LIYV^Zquae supercilio spicit
The term metoposcopoiVJJ\YZÉYZ[PU7SPU`ZKLZJYPW[PVUVMZWLJPHS-
ists.47 The practice must have enjoyed the same vogue as physiognomy: 
“[Apelles] also painted portraits so absolutely lifelike that, incredible as 
it sounds, the grammarian Apio has left it on record that one of those 
persons called ‘metoposcopists’ who prophesy people’s future by their 
countenance, pronounced from their portraits either the year of the sub-
jects’ deaths hereafter or the number of years they had already lived.” The 
term morphoscopoi is found in Artemidorus who lists them among divin-
ers of ill repute, deceitful charlatans, unlike astrologists and onirocrits.48
44 Hart 1966 and Todman 2008 trace it on rulers’ coins from Mithridates 
00 ÓÔ×ÚÚ)*KV^U [V(Y[HIHU\Z= ÔÓÕÔÔÙ(+"+HZLUÔÒÒÙÔÚ
fig. 7a–c.
45 Plautus, Miles gloriosus 692–694.
46 Traill 2004. See also Montero 1993, 77–82.
47 Pliny, Natural History 35.88. For other evidence of the term, see e.g. 
Clemens of Alexandria, Paedagogue 3.3.
48 Artemidorus, Oneirocritica 2.69.
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The clientele of diviners, however, was not exclusively composed of 
women. The male elite often had recourse to specialists who could 
contribute to providing ruling legitimacy. Thus, according to Suetonius, 
Narcissus, the freedman of Claudius, brought in a metoposcopos who as-
serted that Britannicus would never become emperor: “At that time, so 
that they say, a physiognomist was brought in by Narcissus, the freedman 
of Claudius, to examine Britannicus and declared most positively that he 
would never become emperor; but that Titus, who was standing near by 
at time, would surely rule.”49
Many anecdotes refer to the possible divinatory dimension of these 
marks, sometimes forecasting death. Suetonius records in his life of 
+VTP[PHU[OH[!;OLKH`ILMVYLOL^ HZRPSSLKBD^ OPSLOL^ HZ]PNVYV\ZS`
scratching a festered wart on his forehead, and had drawn blood, he said: 
‘May this be all’”.50 
ELA IOSCOPY  AND  ICONOGRAPHY
Allusions to elaioscopy may be found in iconography. The treatise of 
pseudo-Melampous could offer a key for interpreting the presence of 
moles on portraits, mostly sculpture of the Republican period. Skin 
anomalies are usually explained by verism and the concern to be identi-
ÉHISLPUHZVJPL[`THYRLKI`WVSP[PJHSJVTWL[P[PVU51 In this logic, moles 
had to be shown, because they characterise an individual.
;OLX\LZ[PVUVMPKLU[P[`HWWLHYZ]LY`Z[YVUNS`VUVMÉJPHSKVJ\TLU[Z
from Graeco-Roman Egypt detailing the particulars of individuals as in 
our modern passeports. They provide the age, the size, the shape of the 
MHJLUVZLHUKLHYZ[OLJVSVYVM[OLL`LZ[OLWPSVZP[`IHSKULZZVYILHYK
and distinctive signs, such as a scar, oule, a wart or mole, phakos.52 The de-
ZJYPW[PVUT\Z[HSSV^[OLPKLU[PÉJH[PVUVM[OLPUKP]\HS^ P[OV\[HTIPN\P[ `
Marks, however, do not make a person unique. They can be he-
YLKP[HY`HUK[O\ZZWLJPÉJ[VHMHTPS`HZPU[OL7HY[OPHUK`UHZ[ `7SPU`
Z[H[LZ!ZVTLTHYRZsignaTVSLZnaeviHUKL]LUZJHYZYLHWWLHYPU[OL
49 Suetonius, Titus 2.1.
50 Suetonius, Domitian 16. Cf. Pliny, Natural History 30.16 on Nero’s 
freckles. 
51 Cf. Giuliani 1986.
52 Hübsch 1968; Rivière 2002; Cordier 2004.
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offspring.”53 Bodily marks can thus construct a family identity, as show 
[OLUHTLZYLSH[PUN[V[OLT!5HL]P\Z.UHL\Z=LYY\JP\Z[OH[TH`OH]L
VYPNPUHSS`KLZPNUH[LKHZWLJPÉJPUKP]PK\HSHUK[OLUKLUV[LKH^ OVSLMHT-
ily. The most famous example concerns Cicero who had no skin blemish, 
but one of his ancestors.54 
Could portraits with moles also relate to mantic? They cannot be used 
to illustrate pseudo-Melampous, and their possible prophetic meaning is 
uncertain, but they belong to a cultural context where these signs were 
VIZLY]LKHUKYLNHYKLKHZTLHUPUNM\S;OLZLWVY[YHP[ZTH`[O\ZYLÈLJ[
[OLPUÈ\LUJLVM[OPZ[`WLVMKP]PUH[PVUPU9VTHUZVJPL[ `
A circular growth is thus depicted on the ‘Green head’ of a priest 
^P[OZOH]LUOLHKMYVT7[VSLTHPJ,N`W[ J ÔÔÒÓÚÒ)*VU[OL SLM[
cheek, below the eye.55 Other examples on various material and media 
come from Rome and the Vesuvian cities. The marble portrait of the so-
called Postumius Albinus thus exhibits a wart on the right part of the 
JOPUÉNÓ56 Freedmen imitate the style. Another portrait, with a round 
irregularity under the left eye, was listed in 1622–1624 by Nicolaas Rockox 
as the bust of Q. Fabius Maximus, whose cognomen was uerrucosus 
ÉNÔ57 The study of the piece conducted by Dietrich Boschung shows 
that it probably comes from a freedman’s funerary monument. A marble 
M\ULYHY`YLSPLMÓZ[JLU[(+KLWPJ[Z[OLMYLLKTHU7(PLKP\Z(TWOPV
and his young wife, Aiedia Fausta Melior. The man exhibits a wart on 
[OLMVYLOLHKHIV]L[OLSLM[L`LIYV^ÉNÕ58 The detail occurs too on 
portraits of the Antonine period.59
53 Pliny, Natural History 7.50; Plutarch, Moralia 563a. See also Aristotle, 
History of Animals 9.6.29; Generation of Animals 4.3.769a and 1.16.721b.
54 Plutarch, Cicero 1.3–6.
55 Boston, MFA 04.1749; Dasen 2007, 24, fig. 3.
56 Amelung 1903, cat. no. 60, pl. 8; Flavian copy of the beginning of the 
first century B.C. original. See also the bronze portrait from the house 
of Lucius Caecilius Jucundus in Pompei, individualised by a prominent 
fibrome at the bottom of the left cheek; Naples, MAN 110663; Dasen 2007, 
24, fig. 4 and the bronze statue of a togatus, M. Calatorius Quarto from 
Pompei, with a distinct wart below the right eye; Naples, MAN 5597; Dasen 
2008, 230, fig. 3a–b.
57 )VZJO\UNÔÒÒ×ÓÙMPNÚYPNO[ÔØÔÙUV*7S\[HYJOFabius Maximus 
1.3. I thank D. Boschung for this new evidence.
58 Kockel 1993, 149–150, pl. 56d and 62a; Dasen 2007, fig. 5.
59 :LL[^VI\Z[ZVMTLUMYVT:WHPU+HZLUÔÒÒÚÔÕÒMPNÖHUK×4LYPKH
Archaeological museum, no inv. no. Italica, Sevilla, Archaeological Museum 
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JVSS3LIYPQHHUK[OLWVY[YHP[VMH^VTHUMYVT9VTL">LSSPUN[VU*SHZZPJZ
Museum, Victoria University, VUW Classics 2003.2; Dasen 2008, 230, fig. 6 
a–b. 
1 Rome, Musei Vaticani, Braccio Nuovo, 2261. Flavian copy of  
HMPYZ[JLU[\Y`)*VYPNPUHS4HYISLOÙ××JT
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2:[VJROVST5H[PVUHST\ZL\T:RÙ×4HYISLO×ÒJT
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3 Berlin, Staatliche Museen SK 840. Funerary relief.  
4HYISLOØÖJT"SLUN[OÛÛJT
4 London, British Museum Walters 1190.  
*OHSJLKVU`Ó×JTÓÖJT
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This singularity is also found on gems. A few portraits carved on seals 
KLWPJ[^HY[Z;OLILZ[L_HTWSLPZHJOHSJLKVU`Ù××Ò)*ZOV^PUNH
TPKKSLHNLKTHU^P[OH^HY[VUOPZYPNO[JOPUÉNÖ60 Two are found on 
T\TT`WVY[YHP[ZVULPU[LTWLYHVU^VVKPU-SVYLUJLJH(+ÓÕÚÓØÓ
ZOV^ZH^ VTHU^ P[OHTVSLVU[OLMVYLOLHKWSH[LÖ61 the other in encaus-
tic on limewood, from Antinopolis, with a mole on the side of the nose.62
CONCLUS ION
In pseudo-Melampous treatises, the body produces signs with a prophetic, 
sometimes also psychological meaning, which can express divine will, 
relating each part of the body to cosmic order, as in astrological melothe-
sia or chiromantics. In its abridged form, the extant version reduces to a 
generic term, elaia, a much larger range of skin anomalies well evidenced 
in related traditions, such as Mesopotamian and Arabic manuals. In Jewish 
tradition, the practice is associated with zodiacal physiognomy.63
Ancient morphoscopy may have included the interpretation of other 
facial features. In the mid-16th century, Girolamo Cardano, a famous Mil-
HULZLZJPLU[PZ[HUKVJJ\S[PZ[Ó×ÒÓÓ×ÙØ^YV[LH[YLH[PZLVMMetoposcopia, 
on the divinatory reading of the face, which was published postumously in 
1658 as a French translation by Claude Martin de Laurendière, with 800 
illustrations. Twelve chapters are dedicated to the language of wrinkles, 
associated with planets, from the Moon to Saturn; the last chapter lists 
[OLWVZP[PVUVMTVSLZVY^HY[Z^P[OÓ×ÓÉN\YLZÉN×HUKØHSZV^P[O
astrological connections. G. Cardano does not mention his sources, but 
an appendix presents the treatise of pseudo-Melampous Περὶ ελαιῶν 
μαντική in Greek with a French translation by C.M. de Laurendière.64
Does the divinatory reading of wrinkles by Girolamo Cardano, rely 
on an ancient source now lost, either because it was never standardized 
and remained oral, or got lost, as did ancient chiromantic treatises which 
left almost no written trace from Antiquity?65 
60 Dasen 2007, 24, fig. 6.
61 +V_PHKPZÓÛÛ×WS0ÔÔÒ[OLZVJHSSLKALUVIPHIV\NO[PU,N`W[PUÓÚÔÛ
I`09VZLSSPUP
62 5L^@VYR44(9VNLYZ-\UKÓÛÒÛÒÛÓÚÓÔ"+V_PHKPZÓÛÛ×Ó××MPNÛÙ
63 Popovic 2007.
64 On the reception of Cardano, see Rizzardini 2005.
65 Chr. Zubler, in press.
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0[PZKPMÉJ\S[[VYLMYHPUMYVTX\LZ[PVUPUN[OL]HYPL[`HUKVKKP[`VMZVTL
wrinkles on Republican portraits. Their shapes may express age and 
experience, grauitas and seueritas, and hence the competences of a mag-
istrate, but the disposition is sometimes very complex with assymetries.
Could these wrinkles be signs as are cutaneous lesions? In chiroman-
tics, future is pronosticated by reading in the hands lines that are called 
wrinkles, in Greek rhytis, in Latin ruga. A passage in Juvenal suggests that 
the wrinkles of the face could be read like the wrinkles of the hand: “If 
the woman be of a humble rank, she will promenade between the turning-
posts of the circus; she will have the fortune told, and will present her 
brow and her hand to the seer who asks for many an approving smack.”66
66 Juvenal, Satires 6.582–4.
5 After Cardan 1990, fig. on 182
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Like chiromancy, this divinatory method perhaps remained oral until 
the Renaissance. Metoposcopy was explicitely practiced in parallel with 
chiromantics. Men were believed to bear printed on the head or the hand 
the sign or signature of his or her destiny. Planets were then associated 
with the marks.67 
67 In the Renaissance, chiromancy often composed with physiognomy 
and metoposcopy a common divination manual: “Naturalis coniecturae tres 
sunt partes: Metoposcopia ex fronte, Chiromantia ex manibus, ex toto autem 
Physiognomia ”. Cf. Alexander Achillinus Bononiensis, De Chyromantiae 
principiis et physionomiae, Bologna, 1503; Barthelemy Cocles, Physiogno-
moniae et chiromantiae Compendium:[YHZIV\YNÓ×ÕÕ:LL*V\Y[PULHUK
Haroche 1988 and the bibliography by P. Gerlach, Bibliographie von Texten 
a\Y7O`ZPVNUVTPR ÖÒÒ]*OYÓÛÛÛO[[W!^^^WL[LYNLYSHJOL\WKM
)PISPVNYHWOPL(SWOHIL[PZJOWKM
6 After Cardan 1990, no. 145
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7 Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer  
2\UZ[f:ÔÔ)SHJRZ[VULOÖÔJT
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This hypothesis could explain the unusual grouping of wrinkles form-
ing an enigmatic circle on the forehead of an Egyptian priest in black 
Z[VUL^P[OHIHJRWPSSHYÉNÙ68 Was it the mark of a god, proving the 
legitimacy of the religious position of the priest? We know that in ancient 
Egypt sacred animals had to exhibit special physical marks, such the Apis 
bull, the manifestation of the god Ptah. Aelian explains that twenty-nine 
THYRZsemeionT\Z[ILJSLHYS`ZLLUVU[OL(WPZI\SSHUK[OH[LHJOTHYR
Z`TIVSPZLZHZWLJPÉJZ[HY!HUK[OL`ZH`M\Y[OLY[OH[[OLTHYRZPUKPJH[L
^OLU[OL5PSL^PSSYPZLHUK[OLZOHWLVM[OL\UP]LYZLschema tou kosmou
explain the shape of the crescent moon.”69 
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